
Main features
★  Clear body for easy detection of tampering (can also come in plain colour)★  Clear body for easy detection of tampering (can also come in plain colour)
★  Two colours, two materials, one-piece; coloured shell over moulded★  Two colours, two materials, one-piece; coloured shell over moulded
★  Galvanized wire hasp, stainless hasp on request★  Galvanized wire hasp, stainless hasp on request
★  Multiple hasp shapes; hasp can be solid for high-resistance, or scored for easy removal★  Multiple hasp shapes; hasp can be solid for high-resistance, or scored for easy removal
★  Many colors available★  Many colors available
★  Barcode available★  Barcode available

Clear and coloured Acrylic Padlock Seal with Wire Hasp UniPad C

Main applications: utility meters, airline scales, hatches, tote boxes, cable 
signalization, and more.

The UniPad C by Universeal is a high 
quality, cost efficient padlock seal, with 
a clear acrylic core, over moulded by 
a coloured polypropylene shell.

A one-piece construction, without 
assembly, it can withstand extended 
exposure to outdoor elements, with 
great cost-efficiency.

Seal locking integrity can be monitored 
at all times, thanks to the see-through 
body.

Laser printed numbers or barcodes, are 
encapsulated inside the clear acrylic 
material, making alteration or tampering 
impossible.
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Produced in 
Canada

Material and DimensionsMaterial and Dimensions

Body Clear Acrylic core with Polypropylene coloured shell
Acrylic core can be coloured as well

Hasp Galvanized or stainless Steel, solid or scored, long
or short

Body dimension 1.6" length, 0.92" width, 0.19" thickness
Hasp free space when locked ¾"

Colors and PrintingColors and Printing

Standard colors Yellow, Orange, Red, Blue, Grey, White
Special colors on request for high volumes

Printing type Laser (permanent and inalterable); black printing
Printing specifications Encapsulated sequential numbering or barcode

Customer ID or logo on demand

PackagingPackaging

Standard: Box dimensions 12"x12"x10"
100 pieces /bag, 1 000 pieces /box Box weight 13 lbs.

The UniPad Padlock Seal is also available in plain colour Polypropylene version. 
See UniPad S brochure.

 UniPad C

Universeal reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice
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